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Munday Booked
For I.-S. Dance
Bill Munday, His Southern Gentlemen
To Play For First Inter-Sorority
Name Band Hop Nov. 15

Bee Gee News
Student Publication of Bowling Green State University

Noyes Will
Final arrangements have been completed to bring Bill
MundfaV and his Southern Gentlemen here to play for the Speak About
first annual Inter-Sorority Name Band Dance, according to
Marie Decker, president of the Inter-Sorority Council.
War Effort
The dance, which is planned to serve the fall social season as the Inter-Fraternity function rounds out the spring

The news reports in the lost few

Weeks On Forum j Weeks First

On Program
Series Here

Noted British Poet And
Author Here Next
Wednesday

New Set-Up Will Regulate
All Social Events
On Campus

'Atlantic Monthly' Editor
Scheduled For
Sunday

Alfred Noyes, famous BriDecker stated that the committee tish poet and author has been
was fortunate in being able to scheduled as convocation
book him between radio and play speaker for next week, according to Prof. John
house engagements.
Schwarz, chairman of the proBroadcast! For NBC
gram committee.
This talented organization has
The poet and his family
excited considerable comment with

New regulations pertaininK
to organization meetings and
activities has been announced
by John Bronson of the social
committee.
To reserve a date on the
University Calendar, the social chairman of each organization must turn in nn application

Edward Weeks, editor of
the Atlantic Monthly, will be
the first speaker of the Wood
County Public Forum series.
The Forum will begin at 3
n. m. Sunday will be held in
the Senior High School auditorium.

Munday will bring an orchestra
here that is rapidly winning nation-wide
recognition
with
its
dance compelling rhythms and in' gratiating
novelties
and
Miss

days have hinted at a further Ger-

Noyes Next Week New Rules

No. 8

Effected By
Committee

Asocial program, will be held on Noeasmmms—emmmmme»s»esmmmensemms vember 15 in the Men's Gym.

A Digest Of
The Week's
News
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man penetration into the Ukraine
America's
taste
for
literary
sector if the Russian war.
The
were forced to flee from their home
to the office of the Dean of Woworks will be the topic of Mr.
German reports claim the capture their numerous broadcasts over on the Isle of Wight by the reEDWARD WEEKS
men.
This includes the regular
Weeks'
lecture.
However,
his lecof Kharkov and Belgorod in the the NBC network, and their per- peated Nazi bombardments.
Dr.
meetings of the organization and
ALFRED NOYES
Edwards Weeks will open tho tures are entertainingly illustrated
highly industrialized Donets basin. sonal appearances at several of Noyles, accompanied by his wife;
Alfred Noyes. British post and any private or all-campus activity 1941-42
Wood
County
Public with anecdotes from his travels and
Although further occupation
of the leading hotels, resorts, ball- and three children, arrived in',
sponsored by it.
experiences.
Forum series in the Bowling Groan
this area will be a blow to the rooms and night clubs have also America in 1940. After a tour of I author, will apeak at tho convocaApplication
blanks
have
been
tion oxorcisos next Wednesday at
Mr. Weeks saw service in the
Russia'- it will not necessarily resulted in a host of laudatory cri- Canada for the National Council
Senior High School Auditorium
sent
to
all
social
chairmen.
When
10 a.m.
Noyes who is author of
. .first world war as an ambulance
mean Ike capitulation of the Rus- tical comments and audience ac- of Education, he came to United
tho rocontly published article en- these blanks are filled out. They Sunday at 3 p.m. Wools., who J»Urf^,, and after viewing the bat1
sian armies. Even the capture of claim.
States to lecture.
titled, 'If Judgment Comes", will are returned to the Social Comnonthly , j ,(e scenc, „n ejgnt ,,*(„„, „, was
I i-nmi .id and Moscow will not
Included among the prominent
Author Of "Drake"
discuss tho many experience! ho mittee and the date and time is put will talk on literature and ts ap- awarded the Croix de Guerre for
insure a German victory if the dine and dance palaces in which
The speaker is the author of j has had in England since tko out- on the calendar.
A signed ap- peal to the American peopl
people.
his services.
Russians can continue their policy they have recently had engagements many volumns of verse.
won break of tho war.
1
proval will be issued by the chairHis letters home from Franco
of retreat. According to military are The Mansion, Youngstown; world-wide
recognition
for
his
man of the committee and this apdrew the praise of the editor of
•Xpert! the Russians will be able {Greyston Ballroom. Detroit; Ara- epic poem
"Drake."
His first
proval roust be presented at the
"The Atlantic." While in Harvard
to hold out for quite some time in gon Ballroom, Cleveland; Music novel, "No Other Man" was pubbusiness office in order to obtain
Mr. Weeks' excellent work in the
the V<0ga basin or farther east in Box, Omaha: and the Plamor Ball- lished last year and was widely
permission to use University buildEnglish department led him to a
the industrial Ural district if they room in Kansas City.
acclaimed by the critics.
ings.
Hoiltt*>« TYsfsav scholarship at Trinity College
can retreat as they have in the
With his pen and voice, Alfred
The chairman of any group sponBeing a highly rated show unit
nUUSeS
1 UUay Cambridge University. England.
past. 1: must be remembered that
soring an all-campus activity that
as well as a skilled dance organ- Noyes has supported the British
At the close of his collegiate eduin this war the important objective
is financed through the social com- Dorms
ization
the
Munday
orchestra war efforts while emphasizing the
Will
House
44 cation he worked for a publishing
is the capture of armies. As yet
need
for
a
revival
of
Christian
Dramatized "Joseph, The mittee must make out a financial
boasts a host of versatile enter\\1„„ .. . Ql.i-,1 TV R.
I firm and then transfered to "The
Hitler has been unable to accomIo Be
budget for the event, ten-days in
tainers including Cliff Hudson en ethics and morals in national and
Atlantic Monthly Pre..." In 1928
Son Of Destiny" In
plish this in his Russian campaign. the electric steel guiUr; Jimmy international affairs. This spring
advance. In addition, a requisition
Ready In February
he became editor of the 'Press"
He will not have conquered Russia
Chapel At 10
for every purchase made must be
Green, doing comedy vocals; Ottie he completed a long, narrative
and in 1938, editor of "The Atlanuntil he has succeeded in demobilobtained from the committee
Noj
Work
will
start
today
on tic Monthly."
Albrun and his swing trombone; poem, "If Judgment Comes," in
At the convocation services held bill will be paid unless it is at- houses for the Three Kay and the
izing bar armies.
George Albright featured on the which he arranigs Hitler before
Some of the books brought out
As the Gorman legions march tenor sax and vocals by Munday the bar of international justice. today, the Rev. S. J. Russell En- tached to a purchase order.
| Seven Sister sororities at Bowling under the Atlantic imprint during
A portion of this poem was print- sign, pastor of the Presbyterian
eastward tho Russians will rely himself.
It is required that a list of Green State University,
Mr. Weeks' editorship include tho
,„ have ttammh "Bounty Trilogy" by Nordoff and
Miss Decker announced the var- ed in the May Rvdbook and a copy Church at Huron, Ohio, gave his chairmen of subcommittees and
Both h
more and more upon owtsido help.
dramatic portrayal of "Joseph, the heir phone numbers, as well as d
, k. Hall, "Goodbye, Mr. Chips" by
|g womcn
d
At the present tint* thore or* three ious committees in charge of the of it was flown across the Atlantic
Son
of
Destiny."
to
Prime
Minister
Churchill.
the
list
of
chaperoncs
b.
turned
routes over which supplios can dance have formulated plans and
James Hilton, "The House of
Dr. Ensign is known for his ac- in at least 3 days before the event. ,_. „,» ,
Peacemakers Forgot Sin
„..,..
roach the war front
from tho the work is well advanced.
Exile" by Nora Wain, and the war
he two
r l ,.„,*„•_,_...
h u es
In a recent address, Mr. Noyes complishments as a lecturer, aureport
blank
'°'
*°
°"
J'
°
"
■£••£»
After
the
event
■
••V
I
IMIIIM1II.I
.1.1
............
-.
.
The
committees
are
as
follows:
United States and the British Emthor and dramatist, as well as the mugt ^ fl|,ed out nMng the time,lbul1 , except that they will be diaries of Harvey Cu.hing.
Mary
I.ou
Mauerhan.
band;
June
jaM.
"The
great
mistake^
ofjhe
On his lecture trips Mr. Weeks
pire. Tho first through Vladivosm
last war was that those who made fact that he has been minister for lace attendancc, hour,, guests, » »"ef and have only two floors
is as much interested in finding out
tok on tho eastern coast which is Reed, Becky DeWitt, and Lucille
the peace treaty talked about geo- his own church since 1930.
chaperones, and all expenses. These I'""'e"*1 of tnr,'cwhat America is thinking as he is
under trowing throat from Japan. Jump, arrangements and decora- graphic boundaries and material
He is a graduate of the Presbybe filed and will be
The Three Kay house will be
in telling hi.
audiences
what
A second route is through tho In- tions and Marian Meriokel and Ann reparations, but forgot that a terian Theological Seminary in reports wi
available for reference to any or-1 southwest of the Five Sister house America is reading.
He has dedian Ocean, Persian Gulf, Iran Mason, tickets.
(great sin had been committed, Chicago, and has done graduute ganization wishing to sponsor
and the Seven Sister house will livered more than 200 lectures in
and the Caspian Son.
However,
i Only by recognizing that there is work at the Hartford Seminary similar event in the future.
be northwest of the Skol house, the past five years and has apthe German advance into tho Caua Power above the state and that Foundation.
which was opened for occupancy . p(,ared ten ,ime, at the New York
cus threatens this approach. The
Recently,
Dr.
Ensign
returned
r\
n •
!justice,
truth,
and
compassion
recently,
iCity Town Hall and 12 times at
third route, tho shortest and safest
CORRECTION
from
an
extensive
tour
through
LleCOratlOn Y riZe originate in a Supreme Being can
House To Form "U"
Columbia
University's
McMillin
so far ss the United States is conI we be saved from the foolish fal- south China and Thailand where
corned, is through tho
Arctic
The houses will form a "U," in Theater.
he
had
acted
as
rcpresentive
misThe presentation of the Esther the center of which will he a sunThe annual Homecoming award •»«*" «."<• tyranny of little men."
Students may still buy season
Ocean to Murmansk and ArchDr. Noyes will speak before au- sionary for his church. Last year
tickets at a great savings.
angel.but even here there is the for the most effectively decorated diences in every section of the.he received the honorary D.D. de- Russell Scholarship cup was spon- ken garden.
sored
by
the
Inter-Sorority
Coundanger of tho line being cut by the fraternity or sorority house was country this year, but he will re-ipree from Buena Vista College,
Total cost of the two new
cil and not by the Women's Self
won by the Delhi Fraternity. The
Gorman advance.
Dr. Ensign is the author of "I Government Leafue as erroneous- houses, including furnishings, will
plaque was presented to Scott main in residence at the Univer-l
Bible
autobioly appeared in this paper last be about $85,000, according to Dr.
As the Russian campaign slowly Street, president of the Delhi, at sity of California until next year. |Am," a series of
week.
Frank J. Prout, president of Bowligraphies.
moved nhi-ad last week, the news the half of the Heidelberg-Bowling
ing (ireen State University.
reachid the United States that two Green football game, Saturday afmore American ships had been tor- ternoon.
The buildings will be ready in
A microfilm projector has been
pedoed. Agitation for the complete
February unless bail weather and added to the librury facilities of
The committee in charge of the
f
the
Neutrality
Act^
re-1
.
j
s
irn
,
dr( oration8
was
ack
pel
an
repeal
delays in materials develop.
the University.
moving :he restrictions on Ameri- chairman, Paul Shepard, Robert
This projector magnifies films,
Local Firms And Contracts
can shu - entering war zones, has Lucas, Robert North, Ralph Klein,
The Clarence L. Knowlton Con- on which pages from journals am
Try-outs for "Family Portrait."
been ri>ing.
Such a proposal is Clark Munger, Scott Street, Roger
Books, which are too
- st ruction Co. received the general pictured.
now before the Senate Foreign Giffird. Richard Jurrus, Charles the next dramatic offering of the
another Bowling rare or too expensive to be foun<l
University Players, will be held
By PAT SCHWEITZER
to yourself, but the other worms contract and
Relatim-- Committee.
That there Johnson, and John Metzger.
,n m n
" >' lib™™", may be photonext Tuesday, November 4, in the
I'm a worm.
Now there arc, in this wood are rather ignorant, Green firm, W. J. Gillespie. thei graphed,
will be a great deal of opposition
The theme of the decoration was,
placed on the projector
plumbing and heating contract.
to the bill is to be expected. There "Bowling
Green
Brings
Down auditorium, No^appointments^are|many iyfKI, 0j w„rms—the fishing and human beings are just too
and conveniently read.
The miThe Romanoff firm of Lima has
necessary for the try-outs which worm, the silk worm, the food curious.
For
instance,
I
wouldn't
is some doubt as to whether enough Heidelberg's Aerial Attack."
It
crofilm volumns will then be availwill
take
place
from
11
to
5
in
the
[
e
worm
which
little
birdies'tell
just
why
a
certain
football
charge
of
electrical
installation.
wcirm
tn
votes can be raised to pass the bill was
represented
by
a
soldier
able in the library in much the
On the ground floor of each of
in
devouring,
and, of player broke a certain date with a
but a swing of sentiment behind it crouched behind a pile of sandbags afternoon and from 7 to 9 in the delight
., . tell
>■ ■ the
.u newV
lit be
fc a combinai
™™ "anner as printed
matter.^
evening.
mldn't
house will
MmMt
journ.,
can
course, the plain garden variety of certain girl, and I woul
has be* n developing.
and barbed wire.
His machine
The famous Broadway hit of last worm ' ,.m „ 8pecja| kind of worm Why a certain freshmi„„ doesn't tion lounge and recreation room,
. d .
hj
f
h
T
gun was pointed at an airplane
opied
year has parts for 12 men and 10|_j jive in tne wormy chestnut in like a certain prof, and I would (lining room, kitchen, and house
bearing
the
name
Heidelberg,
of securing the prints is low.
Living quarwhich had crashed into a nearby women. All the roles are compar- thp p^,.,,,,-,, Ne„t. My position is never tell a lot of things that sink director's quarters.
George John, graduate assistant,
atively long.
The unusual char- v(,ry hign becatlrr everybody like, into these panels.
ters
will
be
on
the
second
floor.
tree.
In addition, brown and
in a talk before the Chemical
acters provide excellent opportune-;me and ,,„_ here fnr a purpose. I
Journal Club, said, "The projector
orange streamers were draped
ties for genuine acting. The char- make the plare look unjque—or
equipment now available in the
around the porch and a large "V" acters in this vital play range from
tha,,s what they say
University Library thus compenfor victory inscribed with "Wel- Judas Iscariot to Mary Magdalene.
For the first time in its history
Right
now
my
home
is
not
very
sates in part for an incomplete
come Alumni" was prominently
the National Forensic League will
comfortable—I just can't seem to
{collection
of bound journals and
displayed.
hold its
annual Western Ohio
get any rest, what with people;
increases the opportunities for
Carillon Tower?
Tournament, at Bowling Green on
staring at me all of the time.
scholarly work."
April 2-3-4, according to Prof. Up- Caroline Nielsen To Go
Sure—But Not
They can't see me, but I see every' of a fantastic dialogue about the
ton Palmer. The information was
To Cleveland Meeting
thing
that
goes
on,
and
this
is
my
Dr. William C. Hoppes, associate
Even One Bell
By LOIS MAYFIELD
reactions of male animals "when
received from L. R. Linsenmayer,
chance to talk.
Everybody adprofessor of education, will address
Thursday's
performance
of "The I the sanctity
of their homes is
an alumnus of Bowling Green
mires me
inn',
mc now,
,<«■•, but
««» I'm
- ... afraid that,
.
.,
Mis. Caroline Nielson, of the
; elementary school teachers at MauLike a .hip without a crew, the the novelty will soon wear off, even Male Animal
could perhaps be | jcapordized by prowlers and preda- jmee
j
State University.
foreign language department, will
November 10 on "The Modern
University has a bell tower with- after a 11 of the trouble they went. best and most gently described as tory ... prowlers " The impromp-1 p
to.»dmg."
m „f Teai.hi
Formerly the National Forensic represent the University at the
out
chimes.
),
|
unusual.
It
was
a
remarkable
comtu
business,
and
the
facial
cxpreserei
t emme*.
^ ^0 bring me IK...
I-eague held an annual state tour- Modern Language Council in YelThe
tower
on
the
Practical
Art.!
„
]j
g
are
nice—a
bination
of
contradictions.
The
>f
the
two
were
perfect.
gurroun(
n
S
ngs
are
nic
low Springs. Ohio, this week.
nement.
Building was designed for chimes ]jtt]e gmoi,v perhaps, but the stu- play itself is an actor-proof master-j Throughout the rest nf the show
operated by a console keyboard in- dents
.
enjoy
. • jt
it m
so much
much tniit
that jI hate'piece
hate' piece of
oi intelligent
intelligent, hysteria;
nymena, the
lucirney
they acquited
acquiteo themselvt
tnemseives creditaNorm Stuckey Hero
side the building.
to complain. The little booths are show was stolen and rescued by |bly, though Stuckey failed to read
Of "The Show Must
In erecting the edifice, Dr. H. B. so chummy, and I hear some inter-,the authors, James Thurber and Vanzetti's beautiful letter with unGo On" Tradition
Williams reserved sufficient funds esting conversations, but I'm the Elliott• ^ Nugent.
The University derstanding.
Thanks to Director
Production would have Elden T. Smith, original, clever
LARRY KUHL IN "IT'S MY OPINION"—"Just four of this world's to install this equipment.
But type that one can confide in. It's I Players
Tradition that "the play must
kids fa«l .heir paths wore destined to cross many times as we so |;!"« it w^no, considered aiieces- hard sometimes to keep everything been dull had it lacked the irresis- pieces of business did their part
go on" prevailed Saturday night
table wit of the authors. Yet it to keep the play moving.
plainly see.
wj|ljn(f
to
re|ea„e
the
needed
at
the performance of "The
was a success . . . the sort of sucThe casting of the play was anMale Animal."
cess that makes the "unskilful other unusual angle. In looks and
BOB SEALOCK IN "MERE MUSINGS"—"Censorship brings amount,
Norman Stuckey, who playsomeone donates
cess that makes the "unskillful personality, each actor was so well
many peculiar circumstances. We as citizens are unfortunately •
"As
ed the rote of Tommy Turner,
$10,000, the University will have
The audience enjoyed it; and after suited to his role that if he could
the victims."
its chimes," said Dr. Williams. He
one of the leads, "carried on"
all the sole purpose of a play i. to project
his
own
individuality
without two teeth and with a
across the footlights, acting (in
HUGH NOTT IN "NOTT MUCH"—"The University theatre's first believes the students, faculty and Las Amigas sorority led a field please the audience.
production of the year was grand. However, there were behind townspeople would enjoy the of four sororities in first semester | ^.^ performance lacked polish; the strict sense) was unnecessary, cut on the lip and abrasions
hymn, and concerts to be played pledging which ended last week|it j^,,,,^ ij|,e a promising re-'Joe Freeman (Ed Keller) deserves
on the forehead suffered Friday
iHe scene sequences. Did you know?"
night when he fall .sleep and
when the equipment i. insta'le.i. by signing five girls to their pledge hearsal, which is what it should: particular mention because of the
his automobile ran off the highhave been, for the inexperienced manner in which he brought new
DAVE KROFT IN ■'MOURNING MALE"—"Motto of the weak: The chimes will also strike the list.
way eight mile, wast of FreFive Sister and Three Kay tied group of actors had only three, vitality to the show whenever he
A woman driver is an accident going somewhere to happen." hour.
mont.
for second place, each signing weeks in which to learn the lines, I stepped on the stage. His skill, a
three pledges, and Clovia one.
Alone at the tiaaa of the acbusiness, and how to act.
result of experience and ability,
Kershner's Brother In
cident, Stuckey was returning
Girls who went Las Amigas
But despite long moments of em-1 called for a larger part in the proEngland Observing War were Miriam Shuler. I.ois Holt- barrassment for audience as well duction.
home to bring his parents, Mr.
Social Committee sets up new regulations
meyer, Martha Ann Lown, Mar- as actors, when lines were forgotLawrence Kuhl (Dean Damon),
and Mrs. Verle Stuckey, to see
Bill Munday booked for Inter-Sorority dance
ten or mixed, there were severer another veteran of the University
the third and final performance
Miss Ix>rlie Virginia Kershner, jorie Black, and Cecilia Rohrs.
Five Sister pledges were Lil- __
spots in the plav which were in- Players, got the most from every
Saturday.
Edward Weeks will open Wood County Forum Series
new member of the music faculty,
Meil, and' >pjred. The drunk scene was the line he said.
With professional
"Norman insisted that we go
ha. just received word that her lian Gabor, Patricia
Work started on two new women's dorms
Betty Robertson.
most notable of these.
Norman pajse, he managed to steer the cast
ahead with the show and he
Alfred Noyes will appear in Convocation Exercises next brother, Lieut. Stephen Kershner, Wilma Stock, Margaret L. Wood j Stuckey (Tommy Turner) and Lee through a bad ten minutes in which didn't miss a single line ef his
is "safe and well" in England,
Wednesday
part," Prof. Elden Smith, play
where he and 34 other American and Virginia Cole signed the Three |Miesle (Michael Barnes) left an .he managed to steer the cast
director, commented.
All-campus MasqueraHe highlights social program
radio technicians will spend eight Kay list, and Betty Lou Shinew andience exhausted with laughter through a bad ten minutes in which
I after their really expert handling
(Continued on page 4)
months studying radio detectors. was the lone Clovia pledge.
Viclorious falcons prepare for Kent battle

Soil Broken For
3 Kay, 7 Sister

Rev. S. J. Ensign
Portrayed Bible
Character Today

Delhis Win House

Projector Swells
Library Facilities

"Family Portrait"
Tryouts Are Set

a

Nest" Worm Reveals All
In Exclusive News Interview

Debate Tourney
To Be Held Here

Laugh-Happy Student Body
Roars At "Animal" In Den

What They Are Saying...

Las Amigas Leads
Sorority Pledging

In Today's News...
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BEE GEE NEWS
Published Every Wednesday of Collet* Ve»r
By The Student* Of Bowling Green
State Univer*ity
\1%m PO« -»TK-»l AOrt«>t»t»

Campus Camera

Mourning
Male

ENGLISH LITERATURE AND
RHETORIC USED TO ANNOY EARLY

By DAVE KROFT

DAY BROWN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS,
CONSEQUENTLY EACH YEAR THEY
HELD A "JUNIOR BURIAL" AT WHICH
ALL TEXTBOOKS ON THESE SUBJECTS
WERE INTERRED WITH SUrTABLE RITES.'

National Advertising Service, Inc.

(Mltf PmUiiitn RiprtimUltf.
4*o Huam Avm.
Hew voaa K.r.
gnu— ■ saw • us Mw • **■ "*■**
STAFF
Staff Meet* Every Wednesday »t 7 p. m.
Office in Administration Building. Phone 2631

Editor-in-Chief
Richard Dunipace
416 We»t Wooster St.
Phone 2462
Buiineu Manager

Max Hanke

Kohl Hall—Phone 8121

I asked her if she rolled them.
She said she never tried,
But just then a mouse ran by—
And I know darn well she lied.
c »
"I wish we'd get ■
few shipwrecked sailors washed
■shore," mused the cannibal chief.
What I need is a good dote of
sits."
€ >

Agent: Sir, I have something
Hugh Nott
Dave Kroft, here which will make you popular,
Lawrence Kuhl make you happier, and bring you
Sport* Editor
Don Cunningham a hoat of new friends.
Assistants— Bob Berardi, Walter Buti,
College senior: How much is it
Frank Alexander, James Sul-!
livan, Al Sautter, und Hetty a quart?
« >
Toy
Society Editor
Martha Walrath'
Pledge (at the dinAssistant*—Marianne Bell, Ann Koch, I ner table): Must I eat this egg?
Grace Pietschman, Donnii Brother: You're doggone right!
Linker, and Irene Case
Artists
Jane Grabman, Jack Wilhelm j Silence
Pledge: The beak loo?
News Reporters—Lois Mayflcld, Ruth Harding, Pauline Aeschliman, Josephine True,
« »
Mirridello Del'ue. Max Ihrig, Betty I (Question: Hnw do you like buthJeanne Johnson, Ruth B.irnum, Shirley ing beauties?
Sweet, Robert Speck, Doris Torrey, Betty !
Necb, Pat Schweitzer, Dorothy Ann Sails-1 Answer: Don't know. I never
bury, Lorrene Broseke, Knute Rochte, bathed any.
Marjorie Wolfe, Maryvonne Clark, and
< »
Dorothy Wolf
Advertising Manager
Pern Shilts Wabbitl have ■ funny face.
Assistants — Marilyn Travel. Mai'joric Their private life is a disgwace,
Hilt, Betty Gondenough, Mary, Oo'd be surprised if oo but knew,
Lou Deisler, Ann Koch, Janet The awful things that wabbits do.
.
Holtmeyer, anil Maryvonne I And often, tool
Clark
< >
Circulation Manager ...
Eugene Skora(
Our usual weakly definition:
Assistants—Al Hnrman, Dale McOmber
Secretaries
Pauline Aeschliman, Boogi* woogic pickles — come
Lois Holtmeyer eight to the jar
Managing Editor
Associate Editor*

JAPAN
SENT ITS
FIRST
WOMAN TO
STUDY IN
A FOREIGN
COUNTRY
TO THE

STATE
NORMAL
SCHOOL
AT SALEM,
MASS.
IN I66fo .'

I'D DIE FOR DfAR OLb teas'
FRANK. K.(R}f) GBANT, NOW DECEAStb. STOKE
THESE IMMORTAL WOWS A* HE WM BEING
CAKRIEP OFF THE FIELD WITH A BROKEN U.6

DURING THE PRIMCtTON 6AME W 1892 -

*sV
3*

t

^>sv^m

Announcements
For The Week

< »

The opinion! espretied in the signed
column* of this paper are those of the colum- Pork pie, no tie.
nists themselves, and do not reflect the policy Little knowledge, Joe College.
Short skirts, bsre knees.
of this paper.
High wind—Whoopee I
c s
Shi1 (sarcastically): Say its past
The skeptics that have for so long midnight. Do you think you can
been heckling the endeavors to build stay here all night?
school spirit on our campus are today He: Gosh. I'll have to telephone
looking for a new haven of refuge for Maw first.

Keep This New Spirit

Bowling Green SUte University's student body has definately proven that a
mature school spirit is here to stay.
This new spirit as exemplified at the
rally and the game had the grads talking, even expressing amazement that
this could be the same school that they
attended when practically nobody
seemed to care whether a determined
effort was made or not.
No little credit should be given to
those parties that were directly responsible for the success of the pep rally
Friday evening. It was well handled
from beginning to end and served as a
fitting inaugural for what proved to be
one of the best Homecomings ever.
Yes, it is a new era. BGSU has
found itself.—RD

Cheers For The Band
When the Brown and Orange band
goes to Kent State next Saturday to
help the Kent Staters celebrate their
Homecoming, it is easy to predict that
the University will be proud of its performance there.
The band under the direction of E.
E. Smith has made rapid progress this
fall. Its exhibition at the Homecoming
game was spectacular and it definitely
shared honors with the Falcon gridders
in making the affair a successful Homecoming for the many alumni that attended.
In Jane Shaw, Jeanne Powell and Max
Ihrig the organization has three capable
baton twirlers whose abilities and poise
bring nothing but favorable comment
from those that have watched them exhibit their skills.—RD

€ »

Motto of the weak:
A woman driver is an accident
going somewhere to happen.

< >
Joe: What kind o" a dress did
Betty wear to the party last night?
Moe: I don't recall all the details, but I do know it was checked.
Joe again: Must have been some
party.

« >
Then there was the
man who said, "Marriage is a noble
institution—but who wanU to live
in an institution?"

« >
Finally, (although the Editor
thinks its a year too early), may
I present a conversation that will
someday take place.
"What have you done?" St, Pater
asked,
"That 1 should admit you here?"
"I wrote the 'Mourning Male.'"
I said,
"In the Bee Gee News one year."
St. Peter pityingly shook his head,
And gravely touched a bell.
"Come in, poor thing, select a
harp.
You've had your share of hell."

Student Teachers ... All stuBy MARY JKAN THATCHKR
dents who plan to do practice
teaching next semester must report
Heels down! Klhows in! Shoulto the Registrar's office. Applicaders hack!
tion blanks must be filled out beYes. it's the novice riding class
fore October SI.
Key and New. Staff Party . . . 'at the Hidden School of Riding
All members of the Key and News and whut a bouncing we poor
ataffa are invited to a party in the greenhorns took. I can still feel
Recreation Hall Thui-sday evening
at 7.
There will be dancing, the effects of my first ride. Who
, would think that a horse could be
gnnt"s, and fun for everybody.
Key Staff . . , There will be a IKO hard? Well, he is, especially
meeting of all members of the Key ! when you meet him coming up when
you're coming down. Oh. boy!
staff at 7:110 Wednesday.
Phr.tr. Tea . . . Phratra SororThen, there's that thing called
ity is giving a tea Sunday, Novem- posting (I thought it had to do
ber 2 from 3 to 5 p. m. Everyone with accounting) which is supis invited.
posde to help matters. The only
Play Try-outs . . . Try-outs for connection I can see is that the
"The Family Portrait" will be held horse feels like a galloping fenceTuesday and Wewnesday, Novem- post after the first thirty minutes.
ber 4 and 5.
And that feeling of altitude, I
Intramural Sports . . . All men never knew horses were so tall.
participating in intramural sports
They ought to build them with low
must have a heart examination.
chassis for beginners.
Activity cards, signed by Dr.
They try to tell us that a nag is
Brown, are sufficient evidence of
only trotting when we know blame
having passed the test.
Fishermen, or Would Be , . . well he's doing sixty if he's doing
Bait and fly casting instruction by a minute. They also tell ua the
Dr. W. H. Brown will be given at Morse is after the flies, and not
4:30 on Thursdays in the Men's us. Of course we don't believe it.
The climax comes the following
gym. Sign up on the intramural
bulletin board in the Men's gvm. day when every muscle you own
puts
up a squawk of protest
Call for Basketball Manager . . .
Any freshman desiring to be a against such puniahment.
basketball manager contact Don
But just between you and me
Hcndricks at the Delhi House or and the horse, it's fun, if you can
Jack Wilhelm at Kohl.
take it.

Letters To The Editor ...
On Sunday Jam Sessions Has Poetry Died?

To the Editor:
With the completion and dedication of the Falcon's Nest last SatBy Jo Tr
urday, the dream of many students
and alumni of Bowling Green State
University was realized.
More
To illustrate the versatility of than that, the Nest has proven by
the senior class, we have chosen a its immediate popularity that it is
young lady who is outstanding in
the answer to a much-needed want
a rather unusual way. She is a on the campus, especially since
dark-haired, green-eyed, very, very the destruction of the Parrot.
pretty little lass, who comes from Since all of this is true, why should
Findlay and who rides horses quite the narrow-mindedness of certain
handsomely. She is Marie Decker. people attempt to defeat the purThere has developed a chronic need
Marie has only pose of this recently constructed
for installation of a public telephone in
ridden since her project by prohibiting dancing on
the Administration Building. Students
sophomore year; Sundays?
Such restrictions might have
and faculty members are often put at
however, it's been
been understandable in the Vicgreat inconveniences because there is
long
enough
to
captorian era, but they hardly seem
no telephone to which they have access.
ture 8 blue ribbons, congruous with the ideas of a uniTo suppose that any of the adminis6 red ones, and 5 jversity that boasts of being one of
trative offices of the University should
trophies. (Which is l the fastest growing institutions in
bear the burden of serving as a public
nothing to be the middlewest.
phone booth is preposterous and likesneered at, as anyThe success of the various social
wise it is right to think that the students ■ Marie Decker one knows who's functions of the past week-end inand faculty should not go without this) been left at the mercy of one of dicate that Bowling Green State
small convenience.
those many gaited monstrosities.) | University students and alumni enThe price of installation and main- Her favorite horse is Roderick joy dancing. Furthermore, danctainence will indeed be small to the great Dhu, a thrco-gaitcd. Chestnut ing could scarcely be classified as
dividends that would be payed to all showhorse. Among the many a "harmful and unhealthy form
places from which Marie has car- of recreation."
concerned.
How about a public telephone booth? ried away prises are: Akron, Col- I should think that it would be
umbus, Toledo. Maumee, Upper far better to permit dancing on
^RD
Sandusky, and Lima.
the campus at all times, than to
Better than anything else, she think that Bee Gee students should
likes—cocker spaniels; to knit; and be encouraged to go to less desirSoon the YMCA Student Directory blondes who drive convertibles. (In able "dance spots" off the campus
they don't even have to be to seek a few hours entertainment
will be rolling off the presses and the fact,
She's never been stood by dancing. Especially when these
students of the University will be able blonde!)
up, she states, and when asked off-the-campus places often feature
to make an investment that will have a how many times she'd been in love, bawdy floor shows and are pervalue many times its purchase price. she replied, "too many." Her only mitted to serve refreshments othIn this book will be the names of all dislikes are hats, which she never er than "cokes."
University students, their addresses, wears, and books, which she never True, this dancing on Sundays
phone numbers and a wealth of other reads. (The irony of education.) is not in harmony with certain
vital information that will aid the stu- In addition to her equestrienne Biblical quotations, but certainly
dent body, all compiled and distributed ability, Marie ia president of the not any less than the many deinter-sorority council and a mem- fense industries throughout the
at near cost.
of the Five Sister Sorority. As country that are working 24 hours
To Editor Don Lehman goes a word ber
sophomore, she was chosen as the a day, seven days a week.
of praise for his efforts in directing the aFive
candidate for HomeThe Nest has made an extremely
collection and editing of the material comingSister
Queen. She was last year successful start.
Why obstruct
for this book and to the YMCA goes president of the Boots and Saddle | its
progress by reviving some ancongratulations for so successfully ter- Club. Accounting is Marie's ma- tiquated blue laws? Let us dance
minating another worthy campus proj- jor, and she intends to do secre- on Sundays!
tarial work after graduation.
ect—RD
Joe Freeman

An Ad Building Phone

"Y" Directory Bows In

Riding Classes
Help Coeds Gain
Horse Poise-onality

One At A Time

Editor's notei The following letter
is in response to the "Mere Musings" column.
To the Editor:
Poetry is not dead, but it is
living with a force that we cannot
see or know.
There are Jeffers, Sandburg,
Millay. and others who are producing great verse. Poetry can
never die because we live in a
world which is .filled with it
be a steel mill or a landscape; and
some people are poetry when they
walk or speak.
The ones who
deny poetry's existence are those
who never see poems about them.
We grow as we live and create
with each action.
Steinbeck and Hemingway are
not away from the prose-poetry of
realism. Even the sordid poverty
of the Joads has beauty in the
need for land, and there was a
hope for good faith in the faith
of Ma Joad . Vulgar people?
America was born under the fingers of such "vulgar" people—
people who had to fight for every
incl they gained.
In Hemingway, there is poetry
and beauty in the thoughts of Maria and Robert Jordan as they live
in a world which knows but greed
and resulting destruction. These
books are a culmination of the revolt against the deadening senti
mentalism; they are about virile
people who ask no quarter from
life and are given none. These
characters might' conflict with
moral standards, but these people
are a part fo this literature which
has suddenly matured in spite of
its weaknesses.
No, poetry has not died. It has
merely ripened into an art, which
like all manifestations of greatness, has its lucid and rambling
moments.
> Floiencc Shreves

it's my opinion
Once upon a time there were four boys. Not
all of them were alike because they came from
different parts of the world, but their paths
were destined to cross several times in the
course of years.
•
Their names were Frank, Winston, Adolph,
and Joe. Frank's parents were well to do and
Frank went to private schools to study law.
He lived in the United States. Across the
Atlantic, a young man named Winston was
graduated from Oxford in England. At the
same time, on the continent, a German boy
called Adolph was making designs in the
sand.
His father wanted him to decorate
houses. In Russia, Joe, the son of a shoemaker, was training earnestly for the pulpit.
NAVIES. PICTURES. AND SALT MINES
Frank and Winnie grew up into governmental offices, Frank becoming secretary of
the navy while Winnie similarly became First
Lord of the Admiralty. But Adolph stayed
at drawing pictures and Joe became a revolutionist and was deported for the third time
to the salt mines of Siberia.
In the meantime, a little man shot a big
man. and the world was once again at war.
As Germany, with Adolf in the trenches, is
about to win, a friend of Frank's called Woodrow breaks the campaign slogan that elected
him and anted the game. , Finally the war to
end war ends, and democracy is saved. But
Adolf ungratefully rebels at the post-war
chaos which was somehow missed by Woodrow's 14 points, and is clapped into prison.
Winston, however, goes into leisurely retirement, while Frank becomes governor of New

York.
TROUBLE BREWS
But things do not end here. Adolf escapes
from jail and Joe sneaks out of the mines,
Adolf becomes dictator Adolf, and Joe, dictator Joe.
Meantime, in the land where democracy was

saved, the stock market folds and the word
"bread-line" is coined. Frank says he can
fix it, so he is elected president. He" gets
money from the red ink well and puts men
back to "work." Result: he is reelected. Now
he hears rumblings from across the waters.
England and Germany are again at war and
England wants help. But Frank decides it is
good politics to feign disinterest, so he stands
behind the neutrality law until the third term
becomes a reality.
But now, suddenly, Frankie sees the light.
Presses begin to roll. England is fighting our
fight, the fight for freedom, the fight t.i save
democracy. This is the war to end wan.. And
so. the draft law is passed and extended. Frank
sees no reason to mince words now. America
must go to war again to save England.

WINNIE, DIPLOMAT PAR EXCELLENCE
As the smell of boom profits and employ,
ment quiets America, Winnie turns to J.ie.
Dictator Joe smiles and steps into the spotlight which seems to make a halo round his
head. He is dealt into the game of power
politics with a no-trump hand.
Winnie :-. laxes and waits for the blow to fall. It td ea.
Now Winnie too smiles. Joe is done, Frank
will enter
the game and democracy will
triumph again. Frank's navy is itching to
go, but 80', of Frank's people are too ignorant
to know where or why. Frank and Winnie
put their heads together and decide to speiil
up the presses, to keep up with the news that
Frank is reporting, news of ships sent to the
bottom by acts of piracy. All they were doing
was carrying contraband to a belligerent.
Now all Frank has to do is to start a war
panic, put a nickle in the machine, watch a
button called congress flicker \i-s-\vs jes, and
so induce his staunch supporters to strike
while the iron is hot.
Now you knew four people.
aren't thev?

mere musings
Last week an American warship was torpedoed in the Atlantic Ocean. All the public
was told of the incident was that some of the
crew was missing and some were injured. We
were further told that the ship made its way
to an undisclosed port. This is all that we
know of the incident. A veil of mystery was
thrown over the happening incident. This is
among the first experiences that we have had
of censorship in this war, although I daresay
it is not the last.
To better understand this new situation that
has appeared on the diplomatic horiron, let us
investigate the results. First, we do not know
what happened to the submarine that attacked
the ship. Personally, I'm curious. Then who
were the injured and the dead? I'm curious
about this too. But if the government does
not want me to know then I will not be too
inquisitive.
For I appreciate their good
interest in not subjecting me to the distressing
news.

MY STAND ON THE ISSUE
Now if we are to have censorship then I, in
an effort to conform with the trend, will not
write anything that will cause a disturbance.
On the other hand I will talk of the virtues of
our allies, of the great good that they are
doing, and have done. So, with this in mind
I would speak first of the Russians.
The communistic form of government that
was created in Russia after the revolution
of '17 has plagued the world ever since. It
was an outgrowth of the Marxian theory of
government.
Holding that the proletariat
should govern the world, the Russians rose
and overthrew the government of the Caar.
Accusing it of being too autocratic they in
turn installed a government that made the
former one look like a tea party. But I am
sorry to have spoken so, for it is not in conformity with our present policy.

CAMPUS CHATTER
Last week's plea for some "She was only a
daughter" quips brought forth some startling
results, unprintable to say the least . . . but
nice ... we wonder if Bernard "Whitey"
Ryan ever lights that pipe he curls his upper
lip over? . . . maybe he just can't bum tobacco
anywhere ... he could make a hit at the Las

Intonating,

By
BOB
SEALOCK

So let us take a fresh start. Pledging of
course no more derogatory remarks about the
Reds. I mean the Russians.
The government established was a new idea
set in practice. True, it was revolutionary',
but it was a marvelous idea. The fact that
they tried to foment a world revolution is
irrelevant and further such a thought is
treasonable. I've always liked the Russians
though I never have known any. For that
matter I like the Germans too. And I know
some of them. But this is unimportant. What
really counts is that the Russians are on our
side and since they are our allies I think they
are wonderful people.
Further, who can doubt the kind heartedness
of brother Joe Stalin. He has done more for
the people of his country than any other man.
It does not matter now that he purged and
eliminated all the intellectuals.
No. that
doesn't count. What is really important is
that he is on our side and now for the first
time since the Caar was overthrown we are
on speaking terms with Russia. They are
noble people. They are magnanimous people.
They are communists. I mean they are cm.
saders in a new form of government.

RESULTS OF CENSORSHIP
Seriously, let us see what a censorship will
impose upon us as college students. Will it
bar the teaching of free thought? Will we
be forced to learn only that which is "good
for us to know?" Personally, I hope, that
the professors of our colleges will not be
muzzled in their attempt to point out to us
the knowledge of the past and to comment on
the future. When I can no longer learn the
news of today, when the things I read are
distorted then I shall not feel the pride of
being an American. No longer will I feel that
I am free to do as I wish. Rather I will feel
that I am not human but merely a pawn in the
hands of another. Great thing, censorship.

nott much
CAMPUS CUFFNOTES
We can't say enough about the University
Players' first offering of the current season
. . . Janet Jacobs seems to be the logical actress
to fill Grace Gessner*s shoes . . . hope we see
her again soon ... an interesting behind-thescenes feature is that Carl Bartch, who dances
Janet Jacobs out of this world in the play, was
once given the brush-off by this same Miss
Jacobs, simply because he didn't dance, among
other reasons . . . funny, isn't it? . . . probably
we don't have the necessary intellect to appreciate Shakespeare as he deserves, but we
prefer these sparkling uproarious comedies by
modem writers to those alleged immortals of
the sixteenth century . . . not that anybody
cares . . . however, the posies of the week go
to Joe Freeman and Carl Bartch for their
super portrayal of two not-so-old grads returning for the big game and meeting for the
first time ... it was just like a page out of
last Saturday's Homecoming.

By
LAWRENCE
KUHL

By
HUGH
NOTT

Amigas Hallowe'en masquerade Friday night
simply by touching a match to the pipe and
strolling in . . . it's a darn good thing we
finally moved into the Falcon's Nest . . .
starving was beginning to lose its novelty . . .
incidentally, a guy by the name of Webster
states emphatically that the word "Falcon"
is pronounced "Fall-con," the first syllable to
rhyme with wall and stall . . . but, as far as
we know, you won't be ostraoized if you pronounce it either way.
THINGS WE'D LIKE TO HAVE
Student luncheon specials that include food
... not dabs of varied hash, all highly inedible
. . . wonder why some pioneering downtown
restaurant doesn't start a decent plate lunch
for 26 cents . . . more assembly programs . . .
it's awfully tough killing that spare 10 o'clock
hour on Wednesday . . .; fewer pipes in the
new Skol lounge . . . those overhanging leaden
boughs are a menace to anyone over five feet
tall . . . more of the swell publicity the new
News Bureau ia getting for the University
... If you dont believe me, check with the
clippings in the Well . . . whether you realize
it or not, you* little achievements on the campus are written up and sent to your home town
paper for publication .. . wait till you go home
for Christmas vacation, yonr pals will think
you've been running B. G.

J
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Falcons Prepare For Kent After Win Over Princes
Heidelberg Is Toppled From Harriers At [Sophomores Aid
Ohio Conference Lead, 39-6 A.A.U. Meet
Largest Crowd In History Watches Brown And
In Michigan
Orange Defense Stop Wolfe As Wellner,

New Falcon Drive

Whittaker Plans Defense
For Kent's Aerial Attack
Seven Sophomore* Slated For Kent's Starting Lineup
When The Whittaker Clan Dedicates New
Stadium In Homecoming Game

Johnson, Bordner, And Croop Score
Coach Bob Whittaker and his improving Falcons
smashed their way into the thick of the Ohio Conference
I attle as they ran roughshod over previously undefeated
Heidelberg, Conference leader, 39-6 last Saturday, much to
the delight of 3500 homecoming fans.
The Student Princes were completely outclassed, and
—

Notes From The
Northeast
Corner

•even their ace buck, Fenton Wolf.
| the state's second high scorer, was
completely bottled up by a stiff
Bowling Green defense, gaining
only 11 yards in eight attempts.
The Upper Sandusky flash figured
in the Princes' lone score, however,
when he tossed a third-quarter pass
to Folino in the end tone.

The men and women, both majors and minors, of the Physical
Education Department will hold
their first social meeting of the
year in the women's gym tonight
at 7:30. The entertainment will
he in the form of mixers, early
American, and social dancing. At
the next meeting Dr. Mitchell of
the University of Michigan will
.-■peak and show pictures of physical education in Europe.

< >
Tomorrow h«i beet let aside for
the WAA "Pay Day." On this day
:.ll girls who have met requirements
for membership may pay their
dues of 40 cents. Someone will be
in the women's gym all day to collect the fees.

« >

The eirlt who tried out tor the
Swan Club will be notified of their
acceptance into the club by an invitation to the initiation splash
party which will be given November 5.
€ »

The fiaali of the Tennis Club's
mixed doubles tournament will be
played this afternoon at 4. All
students are invited to this final
match.
•
€ »

For the third coaaecutive year
the Square Dance Club will journey to Cygnet tomorrow evening
to conduct the recreation program
of the Parent Teacher Association's
annual Hallowe'en party- Member* who will go are Roger Wheeler. Edward Lautner, Edward Park,
Helen Sturgeon, Helen Hammond,
Marion Rock, and Ruth Harding.

< >

Johnson Flashes
Captain
Eddie Wellner continued his assault on opponent's
goal lines by scoring twice, to
mount his total to five touchdowns
for the season. Dewey Johnson,
playing whnt may be his last game
before being drafted, was the otner
Falcon who scored twice, and in
doing so. flashed his old time drive
that made him the team's leading
ground gainer for the past two
years.
The Orange and Brown's other
touchdowns were scored by rangy
Wajnc Bordner. on a 25-yard pass
If. m Dan Marazon. ami by 234pound tackle, Bill Croop, who took
a Literal from Bob Foster and
lumbered over for the score.
Falcom Much Superior
The figure book shows just how
sop rior the Falcons were over
the untested Heidelberg team.
B, wllng Green made 13 first downs
and gained 316 yards by rushing,
while the Princes managed 7 first
downs, but were able to gain only
23 yards by running. In the air.
the visitors were more successful,
gaining 103 yards, but had to toss
24 passes, completing nine. The
Falcons tossed but four times, completing one for 25 yards and a
touchdown. Danny Marazon continued to outclass his opponents in
the kicking department, averaging
37 yards, while Bowling Green's
forward wall rushed the Tri-Color
hard, with a 24-yard average the
result.
Folino and Celleni were the outstanding performers for the losers.

Frosh Runners
Continue Work

Te. accommodate the archers in
the service classes who are just
gaining proficiency, a skill test for
club membership will be given this
afternoon at 4. New members are
The third cross country run for
Margaret Craig. Jacqueline Pierall freshmen will be held at 4:30
son, and Margaret Fridley.
p.
m. today. The first two runs
< >
The film "The Technique of will be two and three mile courses;
Stroke*" will be shown in the Wo- the next two are each four miles
men's building Thursday at 3 and long. Point* are given in accor4. Everyone interested is invited dance with the position of the runner at the finish. The five lowest
to attend.
scores will receive medals. Every
participant will be given ribbons.
At the halfway mark Elmer Mr
donnall is leading the field for low
score with a total of two points.
Robert Leary, George McDonald,
William O'Shaughnessy and CharFour freshman and two varsity les Hufford are among the top men.
men are attempting to qualify for Harry Schendel, who finished third
the 10,000 meter Junior A.A.U. in the three mile event will run
cross country run in Detroit next against time to determine his poSaturday. The men who will prob- sition in the first race.
ably qualify for the trip are Ralph • In the three mile run, held last
Borof and Jay Parker, varsity, and Wednesday, the first, second and
Elmer McDonnal!. Robert Leary, third places were copped by McHarry Schendel, George McDonald, Donnall, Leary, and Schendel, reWilliam O'Shaughnessy, fresh- spectively. The other aspirants in
men.
the order in which they finished
This same group of freshmen were McDonald, O'Shaughnessy,
is slated to enter the Ohio State Hufford, McCann, McCoy, Robert
A.A.U. championship run at Miami Greive, William Gaines, Robert
November 8.
These freshman Burgess, William Walters, Harry
have made good showing in the Lockwoodf Mattor Pennypacker,
cross country meets held recently. Glen Cook, Charles Brough. Harry
Stout, and Harry Younkef. McDonnall's time for the event was
16:23.

Harriers Work
To Enter A.A.U.

© <o

u*»

. . . will win the race.
Ask for Genuine Orange
Blossom rings, they always lead the field.

Thv Brown and Orangt* cross i
country team (Impped their third
straight meet Saturday when they i
fell before a touRh Oberlin five
37-21. The meet was run over the.
Oberlin course.
The Falcon harriers looked better Saturday than any time this
year with Ralph Boroff. stocky
junior runner, finishing second to
Wink Day, Oberlin's leading cross
country man. Boroff covered the
four mile run in tt.ll while Pay
hit the finish at 21:47. Jay Parker finished in fifth plate behind
NYlson ami Batter of th«> Yeomen.
This coming Saturday Coach Joe
(Dander will take his harriers to
the National AA. U cross country
meet at Meadow Brook Golf club
in Deroit, Michigan. This run,
will b» dl+ miles long over the
hilly country club course.
Kntries are expected from the
crack Michigan Normal harrier
squad and the Michigan State
squad. The Buffalo YMCA will
also be entered with several unattached entries. Kreshmen will
be able to compete so Coach dander expects to take varsity men
Boroff and Parker supplemented
by freshman McDonnal, I.eary. and
O'Shaunessy, and any other who
can qualify with good enough
times.

Touch Football
Play Underway
With the first round over and
the second in progress, the intramural touch football league is in
full swing. All four fraternities
and eight independent or house
teams are represented in the
leagues this year.
In the first
round of the fraternity league Five
Brothers downed the Commoners
24 to 0, and Delhi beat Beta Gamma Upsilon 18 to 0.
In the house-dorm league the
following eight teams are entered:
Lions, Samsonites, Bruisers, Delhi
House, Buckeyes, Bolles Temple,

XlMlTlhl - fittU
IXt. - (jtMKV
Listad among the first yaar man on the Brown and Oranga rotter
that ara proving to bo big aids to Coach Bob Whittaker arc these fiva
gridders. Danny Maraion and Bob Foster have been performing
spectacularly in the backfield while Paul Krotsar, Ross Isel and Dava
Martin form a center-of-tha-tine trio that is hard to boat.
and Mary Wilson's Flashes. The
first four named arc from Kohl
Hall. The last two will be recognized as the same names which
have been in intramurals for the
last three years. The results of
the first round of this league were
Mary Wilson 6. Dogers 13; Bolles
Temple 14, Samsonites 7; Bruisers
41, Lions 0.

Miss Carolyn Shaw, associate
professor of physical education at
Bowling Green State University,
will serve on the nominating committee of the Women's Physical
Education Section of the Ohio College Association during the annual
conference in Oberlin October 31
and November 1.

"Go Western" at

UHLMAN'S

In five games the Golden Flashes*
■—■
—
have split even with two wins. two'Gold. Other backfield possibilities
defeats, and a tie. In their optn-len Jack WetstJ, Jerry Williams,
Ing game the Flashes set a scoring SIM] Bill Martin.
record when they ran up !>8 points
The Kent line will be made up
to defeat Bluffton 58-0. Display-j of several up and coming sophoIng a bluing aerial attack the morse supplanted by Walt PorowKentmen defeated the Findlay Oil- ski. 1!I40 all-Conference tackle.
ers 25-0 in their secoail engage- Britt Girud, a second year man.
ment. The Case Scientists OS- has been getting the starting nod
feated the Blue and Gold the next St left tackle with Let Marg. his
week by a 7-»i count in u well ] understudy. Lou Toth and Tony
played game. The West Liberty Misko have been taking care of
College of Pennsylvania fought the end pots with Kilbourne. anil
"Rosy" Starn's boys to a SSOrsleai Hein excellent substitutes. Bania.
tie next, followed last Saturday by an end, received a wrenched knee
a 80-0 licking from a strong West- in the Case game and has yet to
em Reserve eleven. The Kindlay don a uniform,
anil Case games were Ohio Confer
Lotas Cuardt
eiue engagements.
Th(, „„„,.,, p(11,iliol,s W|M ,„. ,.,..,.„
Pasting Outstanding
CUM of by Hillary and Kuzmenko.
Kent State has used an effective two sophi.nores. who along with
passing attack throughout the O'Ki-efe, Alexoff, and Petroas have
lesson and will be expected to been waging a battle for the stnrtutili/.e it against the Falcons,
ing positions. Coach Starns lost
Bo Dutton, sophomore transfer'his two veteran guards to the army
fnMS Mercer College, will get the I early In September.
call at the quarterback post and
The starting center assignment
will do a lot of the Flashes' pas- is a toss up between Bill Starn.
sing. Dutton may also do some of cousin of Coach Starn, and Vernon
the punting duties, (irady Jack- lieichel. Both are veterans.
son, another sophomore back, is a
sure rtarter at the left half post.
This Clevelander is noted for his
broken field running.
Little Joe Mileski, 150 pound
right halfback, will divide the passing and kicking duties with Dutton. Mileski led the Flashes in
their win over the Findlay Oilers.
Howard Mack, brother to Ray
Regular DcLuxe Service
Muck, Cleveland second baser,
should see plenty of action in the
Kent ball carrying quartet.
Injuries Hit Kent
For Snappy Collegiate
Hard driving Joe Fortunato has
Apparel
established himself as Ken's line

75c

bucker as well as one of the team's
best punters.
He also tosses
passes left handed. Mike Feduniak,
veteran back, may see some action
at fullback if. injuries which he
received in the Case game allow
him to play. He does a lot of the
place kicking for the Blue and

Try

LEHMAN'S

Cleaners A Tailors
Arrow Shirts

THE SMOKE OF SLOWERBURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28%
Less
Nicotine
than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than
any of them—according to independent
scientific tests of the smoke itself!

"TheRancho"
over lha shoe rubber boot
OB th« campus
and
aroaad tewi

N. S.Jeweler
CROSBY

A fighting Bowling Green eleven will be out to better
its Ohio Conference standing on Saturday when thev will
meet Kent State in the Stater's new stadium.
Dedication ceremonies for the recently constructed
Hugh-man stadium will be held before the game. Kent State
will also be celebrating its 1941 homecoming.

• BY BURNING 25% SLOWER than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands tested—
slower than any of them—Camels also give you
a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

FLASH & QUALITY

Eaoagaxanl A Wedding lungs

Glandermen Fall Before
Tough Yoemen, 36-21;
Boroff Second

5

EXTRA
SMOKES
PER PACK!

S.l.Sanme>Tae«»C<a■ear.WlaMal -SefcSkM C

Camel

THE CIGARETTE
OF COSTLIER TOBAC

Dubbt Hats

DELICIOUS ICE CREAM
SODAS
SUNDAES
LUNCHES

ISALY DAIRY STORE
Thii coupon pr.i.nl.d wllh
30c will cloan and pr— a
■air of IrouMii, • «"• or
• wester.

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners
Moot Your Frionda
•I

ROGERS BROS.
DRUG STORE
NYxt door to Cla-Zel

Scheidhaucr's Bakery is nolld
for ill parly delicacies. Whan
you are planning a party—

"SCHEIDHAUER'S
BAKERY
Stop in and try one of
our delicious Hamburg* . . .for a snack
... for a meal.

GIANT
HAMBURG
"A Real Treat"

Coats

Skirts

KESSEL'S
McCallum Hosiery
Sweaters
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Shirts

NOTICE—all students!
will be open for business Oct. 30 at new
location
110 N. Main St.
will see you there

HOLLAND
DAIRY STORE

Student Chemists Attend
Campus Will Don Costumes Friday For
Toledo Meeting Of ACS
Las Amigas All-Campus Masquerade
By MARTHA WALRATH
Friday night is Hallowe'en and the Las Amigas Sorority
has solved the problem for all of you who really want to
celebrate the occasion. There will be an all-campus masquerade ball in the Men's Gym Friday evening from 9 to 12. To
our knowledge this is the first all-campus masquerade to be
held on the campus. Those of you who are planning to wear

The fraternity is working on
plans for a fall party to be held in
a few weeks for members and their
guests.
The Commoners have already
begun to plan their assembly program to defend the Student Council award for the best student assembly program of the year.

Your Hall—*'— C«t«r

Several members of the Chemical
Journal Club attended the Toledo
section of the American Chemical
Society Monday evening. Dr. H.
N. Holmes, Chairman of the Chemical Dept. at Oberlin College spoke
on the topic, "Strategic Materials
and National Defense."
Dr. Holmes is president-elect of
the American Chemical Society, of
which seven members of the Chem- ]
ical Journal Club are student affiliates.

MORRIS STORE

THEY'RE TASTY!
TRY THEM!!

the usual, may we give a word of*
~
advice. No one will be admitted" region of five college.: to the state
Tho anneal Dolhi dinner-dance
convention which will be held next
unless in costume.
Johnny Snylr's orchestra will ■prue?. Colleges participating in was held last evening at American] Miss Tressel Attends
the conference were Bluffton, Bowl- Legion Hall with 147 couples at-i
play for dancing.
Classical Conference
Dinner was served at1
Faculty guests of the evening ing Green, Defiance, Heidelberg, tending.
7 and dancing began at 9:30. i
—
will be Dr. and Mrs. Frank J. anil Toledo University.
Norm Mitchell was general chair- ■ Miss Grace Tressel was in atProut, Mr. and Mrs. Leon E. Fauman
for
the
affair,
assisted
by
tendance
at
the
Classical ConferThe
Beta
Gamma
Upsilon
ley, Dr. and Mrs. W. C. Hoppes,
and Miss Grace Wills, sorority fraternity held a party at the Jack Spellman, Kel Misamore, I ence in Cleveland last week-end.
Miss Tressel is a member of the
house Saturday evening for broth- decorations; Don Mason, band.
sponsor.
The fraternity stag party was' University faculty,
Ruth Allison is general chair- ers, their guests and alumni. Five
Tommy Dorsey. noted as the
man in charge of dance arrange- of the forty people present were held Friday evening at the house. Joan Anderson was convincing as
"sentimental gentleman of swing."
ments. Committees assisting her alumni who had returned for Ralph Klein and Jim Inman were
the
colored
maid.
Is
headed for toe Cleveland Public
in charge of arrangements.
are: refreshments, Arline Cope- Homecoming.
From all indications "The Male Auditorium as a stellar attraction et
Fifty alumni returned for homeSunday noon thirty brothers and
land, chairman, Ruth Meek, VirAnimal" gave the students what the RCA-Victor Dance Caravan,
,
ginia Kurtz; decorations, Betty alumni attended the alumni ban- coming.
which arrives In Cleveland WednesNew pledges of the Delhi frater- they wanted. In a survey conLoveland, chairman, Regin.i Tad- quet at the house.
ducted las. year i, wa, dWerrfl f* ~"«>| *£»£•>■
Vincent
Immel,
a
Beta
Gamma
nity
are
Bob
North,
Gayford
lock, June Smith, Jean Witt; prothat they want more and better musicians wtU be the entirely-new
grams, Marian Merickle; band, alumnus who is working on hisjBraithwaite, Boyd Smith, Charles comedies.
band of Shep Fields. The two ormaster's degre at the Univarsity[Nichols, Dick Jarvus, Jack Weber,
Nova Groll.
Ncexun Mahla turned out an- chestras will alternate (or continuSo, if you haven't already, start and at the same time, teaching in | Dimitri Kunch, Blain Sterner,
ous dancing every night, amidst
The
set,
1 other of his perfect sets.
thinking about your costume. Fri- the speech department, is expecting Harry Slawson, Ed Bayless, and ire fact, was the moot professional ■During tropical night dab settings.
day's dance will give you plenty of to leave for the Army before {Howard Katterheinrich.
pait of the entire production.
opportunity for fun and a good Thanksgiving.
Credit for good sound effects goes:
Members of Sigma Tau Delta
time.
More On The Play
to Michael D'Aaaro and BTainr are reminded of the sauting toTh* Sr.rn Sister Sorority
(Continued from page 1)
Ebert.
fight at 7:00 at Dr. McCain's.
The li.r Si.Ur Sorority is tertained about forty alumnae Sat-.
tneir ,or 0,te n
«
, : ™2LfJ
proud to announce their new urday at their annual homecoming I J»> *»<1 „
u
To
Bruce
Siegenthaler
Bowling Green. Ohio
pledges who took oath at the last luncheon held in the Shatzel an- them.
(Wally Myers) goes credit for
nex.
It
was
announced
during
the
meeting Tuesday evening. The
pepping up a dragging first act.
pledges are Lillian Gabor, sopho- luncheon, that work will be started
Janet Jacobs (Ellen Turner) was
more; Pat Meil, sophomore; and on the new Seven Sister Cottage charmingly feminine in her crying
i.
Monday morning.
Betty Robertson, senior.
A joint alumnae and active meet- scenes as well as in her maternal
VICTOR
AND
BLUE
BIRD RECORDS
The Five Sisters welcomed more
solicitude for the drunken Stuckey
And
than 30 alumni back for Home- ing was held, following which the und her self-confident attempts to
group
attended
the
football
game.
coming.
run away with Carl Bartch (Joe
RCA RADIOS
Ferguson). Barbara Burridge adShatiel
Hall
welcomed
iti
alumded beuuty and grace to the show.
Evelyn Raaia was appointed
general chairman of the Phratra nae with an informal tea and open Patricia Schweitzer and Jean
tea to be given Sunday, November house Sunday afternoon from 2 un- Wendell acted their small parts
F.arla
2, and Betty Holcomb was ap- til 6 p. m. Mrs. Thelma Cook, with true-to-life satire.
pointed chairman of the refresh- housemother, and Gerry Bircher,
homecoming
queen,
poured.
ments for the tea. The pledges
Harriet Wood and June Smith,
were instructed to entertain the
sorority next Tuesday evening with houaecbairman and vice housea party in the form of a bridal chairman, were in charge of the
shower for Mary Crabill who was affair. Their committee included
married to Dave Wood, October 26 Marie Beckman, Beth Bachus,
Helen Mover, Eloise Overholt, Jean
after the game.
Mary Crabill and Neva Spilker Merserau, Carol Becker. Ardine
McKee. Kuy
were chairmen of decorations and Godfried, Clinna
refreshment committees for the Young .mid Marjorie Black.

Always The Newest

THE UDN STORE

CAIN'S
Marcelle Potato Chips
Coma to

GREINER'S
If you want that "dressed
up" look.
Alterations
Garments Repaired
143 W. Wooster

STOP!!!
and try
one of
our
hamburgers

WUTEHOUSE

Phratro homecoming.

With tlko annual stag dinner at
The Five Brothers "Draft** the Woman's Club Saturday and
Dance" was held in Recreation a buffet supper at the fraternity
Hall on Saturday evening with house for wives and girl friends of
alumni and brothers, the ComBeventy-fivc alumni and active
monore' Fraternity started their
brothers attending. Mack Finch
Homecoming festivities which 75
and hi, nine piece orchestra pl«y-jD'rXr,
ttended. Laed from nine to twelve. Decora- ter in the evening the yearly frations were informal with pictures ternity dance was held in the Kohl
of army life posted around
. ,
' iiiiii
Hall Mini"),
dining room with
nun
music
""I'll
furSUI
hall. A urge screen with f rater- j nian|,(| b Mar(v stee|p B„d hi. or_
.1***11
•****■
-*
o* ««*
at-**! I
nity skull
and
crossboncs
and
mimes of the hrothers in service
was hung from the west end of
the hall.
Skull Quentin Bowers presided
at the introduction of alumni
brothers and members of the football team. Refreshments of cider
and cookies were served throughout the evening.
Prompt service for all
Ntarly a hundred brothers and
their guests attended the party
your dairy needs . .»
held at the fraternity house after
Rt'frrshnu'nts were
thr icaim*.
st' r veil.

5c and 10c

AORIINNI AMIS
(•it* «f nm, icfMn
•nd radio) visits ■*■training ,
job a i Chaitmor. af the
EnUrlalnnanr C»m.-ilMee of th. Horn.
leglen. A cat-tan of
Cha.tarfUI.il i. «
mighty welcome fift
for Hi* man Iti i

IVIIIII

M«*4«*»1*« A

KICK'S DRUG
STORE
108 S. Main St.

• Zipper Note Books
• Higgins Inks
• Colored Construction Paper
• Work Sheet Paper
• Colored Art Pencils
• Showcard Covers
and Sets
• Sketch Crayons
• Spencerian Pens
Fancy Stationery

Ask about Pre-Xmas
merchandise ... shop
early and save
Try Kiger's First

v
4P+X
milk

Model Dairy

Fifteen member, of the Home
ErCOnonttci Club were (Mitcrtuined
al H region... ennferenee at Bluffton College last Friday afternoon
and eveninK. The chief speaker
for the event was Miss Kunioe
Ryan of Ohio State University who
spoke on "Clothing Trends and Its
Relation to Present Day Situations."
Uondus Bcrndt, president of the
local club led a discussion or.
"Home Keonomies Club Programs"
and Kathryn Bilderbaek acted as
jsrentary for another gYoup, Dondus was chosen delegate from this

Follow the lead of Adrienne Ames and send
the men in the camps the cigarette that's
p Definitely MILD** and BETTER-TASTING
bverything about Chesterfield
is made for your pleasure and convenience... from their fine, rightly blended
tobaccos to their easy-to-open cellophane jacket that keeps Chesterfield
always Fresher and Cooler-Smoking.
Buy a pack and try mem.
You're sure to like them because the
big thing that's pushing Chetterfield
ahead all over the country is the
approval of smokers likm yourself.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO

• OIUID UN0II AUIHOUTY Of IMl COCA-COIA COMfANY IT

You trust its quality

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

